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Motivation & Issues

I Barriers to entry affect the quantity of entrepreneurship
I Entry regulation, banking regulation, financing constraints, etc.

I However, considerable heterogeneity across entrepreneurs
I In terms of ability, ambition, risk tolerance, optimism, etc.
I Self-employed vs. “Schumpeterian” entrepreneurs

I How do entry barriers affect the quality of entrepreneurship?

1. Marginal entrepreneur has low ability/little ambition (Nanda 08, Hurst Pugsley 11)

or:
2. Constrained individuals have similar (or better) entrepreneurial

characteristics than unconstrained ones
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This paper

I Large scale reform aimed to facilitate small business creation by
unemployed workers

I Large aggregate effect: firm creation went up by 20%

I Our main results:

I Entrepreneurial quality did not worsen

I Small incumbent firms suffered from the reform

I Ideal setting

1. Large effects – easy to detect empirically

2. Large scale reform is well-suited to test general equilibrium effects

3. Good data



The reform

I Reform of the French unemployment insurance system

1. Unemployed people who become entrepreneurs retain their rights to
unemployment insurance in case of failure for up to 3 years

2. Keep unemployment benefits while starting their own firm: complement
entrepreneurial income up to 70% of pre-unemployment income

I Timing
I July 2001: agreement is signed
I 1st half of 2002: becomes progressively effective
I 2st half of 2002: advertised to potential entrepreneurs



Data

I Firm registry
I Universe of firms created, monthly

I Tax files
I Number of employees + financial statement, annual

I Entrepreneurship survey
I 1/3 of all firms started in first semester of 2002 and 2006



Aggregate effects

I Monthly number of new firms



Aggregate effects

I Ancillary evidence on entrepreneurship by unemployed individuals
I Number of entrepreneurs receiving a pre-existing subsidy only accessible to

unemployed entrepreneurs



Aggregate effects

# new firms with 0 employees at creation # new firms with ≥ 1 employee at creation

# new firms with 0 employees after 2 years # new firms with ≥ 1 employee after 2 years

Expanding the pool of 0-employee start-ups leads to more firms which
eventually create jobs
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Identification strategy

I Diff-in-diff methodology to account for economy-wide trends

I Reform directed towards small business creation ⇒ Small business intensive
industries should be more exposed to the reform

I Classify industries based on % of Sole Proprietorships among new firms
(computed pre-reform)



Identification strategy

I Cumulative growth rate of firm creation by quartile of treatment intensity



Empirical specification

I Aggregate firm creation data by industry/month

Log(# firms createdst ) = industry FE + time FE

+ POST× quartiles of treatment + trend× quartiles of treatment(
+ POST× Industry characteristics + trend× Industry characteristics

)
I Industry characteristics: capital intensity, growth

I Identifying assumption: quartiles of treatment not differentially affected by
macroeconomic fluctuations



Identification assumption: Placebo

I Placebo test: Replace LHS by aggregate industry sales or value added

I No difference between Q1 and Q4 → consistent with parallel trend
assumption



Firm creation

I # firms created ↑ 12% more in
Q4 than Q1

I Robust to

(2) Industry and time fixed effects
(3) Treatment-specific trends
(4) Industry characteristics trends



Quality of new firms

I Decompose total number of new firms based on
I employment at creation: 0 vs. ≥ 1 employees
I employment 2 years after creation: 0 vs. ≥ 1 employees



Quality of new firms

I Probability of hiring does not go down. Probability of exit does not go up



Ex ante measures of quality

I Entrepreneurship survey
I Education (high school graduate, college graduate)
I Ambition (“Do you plan to hire in the next twelve months?”)

I 2 cross-sections of data: 1/3 of entrepreneurs in first semester of 2002
(pre-reform) and first semester of 2006 (post-reform)



Ex ante measures of quality

I No evidence of lower quality



Job creation

I We know the number of wage earners, but not whether this includes the
entrepreneurs themselves

I Conservative assumption: entrepreneurs’ jobs already counted, or not in the
firm

# jobs = # wage earners + # new firms

I Aggressive assumption: entrepreneurs’ jobs within the firm but not counted

# jobs = # wage earners + # new firms



Job creation

I 10,000 to 25,000 jobs per year (4% to 10% of net job flows)



Equilibrium effect

I We must account for equilibrium effects

I New firms may increase competitive pressure on incumbents in product and
labor markets

I Do incumbent lose jobs?



Crowding out
I Employment growth in existing firms

I Small incumbents lose jobs, but not large ones
I Number of jobs crowded out ≈ Number of jobs created in new firms
I Is this reallocation efficient?



Efficiency

I Productivity in new firms vs. small incumbents which lose jobs

I New firms are more productive, both pre and post reform

I Textbook creative destruction



Take away

I Large scale reform to reduce barriers to entrepreneurship leads to

1. More experimentation

0-employee start-ups which eventually create jobs

2. More creative destruction

Efficient reallocation from small incumbents to new ventures

I Frontier between self-employment and more ambitious entrepreneurship is
more blurred than it seems


